
BUSINESS MODEL DECISIONS FOR NOVA SCOTIA’s ENERGY STRATEGY: A COMMENTARY 

A glimpse at Electricity Strategy for Nova Scotia, considering environmental and economic objectives: 

Having worked as a subject matter expert in finance, business modeling specialist and consultant for over a 

decade, most often for emerging technologies or other types of growth phase companies, I learned the 

importance of questioning the pillar assumptions that a business is built around.  Sometimes the key 

assumptions,  correct at the time and phase of development when they were adopted, include assumptions 

that became less true, causing the business at some point of its evolution to not fit into its ecosystem, and to 

falter. I’ve helped companies recognize this, and have taken a leadership role in fixing it. 

In my experience, recognizing that some of the business model pillar assumptions are no longer workable, 

shouldn’t only cause the organization to feel somewhat anxious about needing fundamental changes, it should 

inspire hope and creativity. There should be an uplifting in energy as the leaders realize that their potential will 

increase, and their business will work more easily. 

…Or the leaders can ignore the problems, and hope things improve magically. I’ve seen that too… 

I think that an efficient way to describe the situation our political leaders find themselves in when performing 

their responsibilities in energy is that they must recognize which assumptions they’ve been relying on are not 

true (or are no longer true), recognize the potential for uplifting change, and then decide what, if anything, 

they are willing to do about it.  It is a difficult challenge, no doubt.  

Here are my thoughts on how Nova Scotia should approach energy strategy going forward. 

In order to become a green electricity province, the province needs to build roughly 1974 Mega-Watts (MW) of 

new renewable energy electricity, or buy that electricity from external markets.  In order to achieve carbon 

neutrality, Nova Scotia will require roughly 6600 MW of renewable energy electricity capacity! (see table 

below) 

Here are some status quo assumptions that should be questioned.  Continuing to design strategy based on 

these assumptions would make that task very difficult, very expensive, or most likely both problematic and 

expensive: 

 Renewable energy electricity is more expensive than fossil fuel based electricity;   

 Renewable energy includes a lot of price risk; 

 Renewable energy requires huge investments from government; 

 The Utility and Review Board (UARB) has the tools and authority to carry out effective governance over 

NSPI in electricity generation; and, 

 Passing along risk to independent power producers of renewable energy, and requiring competitions 

for power purchase agreements, is the best way to achieve a combination of quality and lowest 

possible cost for the Nova Scotia ratepayer. 

These assumptions are all false or misleading to a certain degree, and relying on these assumptions will create 

huge expenses for Nova Scotia Ratepayers. 

 

  



Renewable energy electricity is more expensive than fossil fuel based electricity:   

Right now, I think it’s safe to say that the UARB cannot possibly know if renewable energy projects would have 

a higher or lower all in cost referred, to as Levelized Cost of Electric Energy (LCOEE) because in order to know 

that, our utility company would have to place each asset inside its own financially isolated company, and 

prohibit any cost allocation or benefit into or out of that company from its parent company NSPI, or NSPI’s 

parent company Emera.  If that isn’t done, and audited carefully, nobody but the acutaries in the deepest 

corner of NSPI/Emera will be able to calculate the LCOEE of any NSPI electricity in Nova Scotia.  Conversely, it is 

easy to know what electricity from an Independent Power Producer (IPP) costs, because they sell it to the grid, 

and one can simply sum the totals paid to the IPP and divide by the kilowatt hours.  So it’s really a one-sided 

problem; we know the IPP LCOEE, we don’t know NSPI LCOEE for any asset, and we don’t know the average 

either.   

 

Renewable energy includes a lot of price risk: 

If independent power producers (IPPs) build the renewable energy that Nova Scotia requires, IPPs are much 

lower price risk than buying the electricity from external sources.  Long term electricity sale agreements that 

IPPs would be looking for, such as 50 years, are safer over the long term; having a fixed price means no 

exposure to those periods when your external suppliers realize they can get a better price elsewhere, or when 

being few suppliers they collaborate to gradually escalate prices.  Buying that much energy from external 

markets carries significant risk, especially when there are so few sellers to buy from.  Buying fuel carries the 

same risk of being exposed to foreign market influences.  Renewable energy is actually safer, in terms of 

predictable price, than fuel based combustion sources of electricity or than buying electricity from external 

markets if the external electricity or fuel purchase agreements are less than 50 years.  

 

Renewable energy requires huge investments from government: 

The only renewable energy development that would require huge investments from government would be for 

those parts of the system for which there is not a solid low risk business case for IPPs.  At the moment there is 

one category of asset for which it makes more sense for the government to make the investment than for an 

IPP, and that would be utility scale energy storage.  Energy storage assets adequate to responsively balance the 

grid, currently done with natural gas generators, are superior because they respond as well as natural gas and 

provide the additional capability to store excess intermittent renewable energy instead of dumping it – as 

happens currently.  Investing in the conversion from natural gas grid balancing to energy storage grid balancing 

is something the government should do rather than NSPI or IPPs, because NS representing the NS Ratepayer is 

the party with the best business model motivation.  The energy storage owner should be motivated, and have 

available a business model that controls enough of the pieces to ensure the energy asset is used effectively and 

efficiently.   

All the other renewable energy assets that would actually provide baseline and intermittent power, can be 

built with funds that the IPPs bring to the table, and with IPPs accepting all project risks.  If the process is 

simple, with no unnecessary complications, and the power purchase agreements are simple and without 

variable fees or penalties imposed on the IPP, then the IPP can fund everything and deliver power to NSPI/NS 

at a competitive fixed rate over a long term, without any funding from the government.     

 

  



The NSUARB has the tools and authority to carry out effective governance over NSPI in electricity 

generation. 

The NSUARB has good people working with limited tools.   

Here’s the problem: In order to carry out governmance over NSPI, and the impact of NSPI actions on NS 

Ratepayers, NSUARB would need transparency and adequate reporting from NSPI.  As mentioned above, the 

basics includes knowing what the ‘actual’ LCOEE is for each generation asset, and being able to compare that 

with North American industry norms. 

Another key issue is that Nova Scotia has intimated its desire to attract IPPs to build new renewable energy 

assets in Nova Scotia for several years. In 2017 NS launched a ‘direct to market’ program, which failed to 

attract any interested parties.  This year, it is working on how to attract IPPs to build new assets in Nova Scotia.  

In those previous years, having been unable to attract IPPs to build significant new assets in NS has meant that 

the NSUARB really has had limited options other than relying on whatever NSPI proposed.  One glaring 

example is the $18 million the UARB approved for NSPI to invest in Tusket River hydro power plant that was 

increased by $14 million after NSPI apparently overlooked a crack in the bedrock and had to balloon the scope 

and cost of the project.  The UARB approved the 78% additional cost, and so the ratepayer will pay the cost, 

and NSPI will be allowed to charge their 9.2% guaranteed IRR on the $14 million overspend.  

Another area revealing some limitations of the NSUARB’s ability to carry out governance is related to NSPI’s 

parent company, EMERA’s purchase of a large ownership stake in the Muskrat Falls hydroelectric plant, for 

which NSPI proceeded to invest in the transmission line to Newfoundland to lock in the purchase electricity (on 

behalf of NS ratepayers) from the hydroelectric company Emera owns a major stake in.  NSPI marks up the 

electricity (adds in a profit margin for itself) in order to achieve the 9.2% internal rate of return that the 

government of Nova Scotia guarantees NSPI.  According to sources, NSPI received approval for laying the 

transmission line, on the basis of receiving 165 MW for each of 35 years. According to sources, and my own 

calculations using limited publicly available data, that comes out to a similar number, the cost of power from 

Muskrat Falls is roughly $0.14/kWh currently, because NS is only receiving roughly 83 MW of power.  According 

to my calculations, NSPI was expecting to only pay $0.076 /kWh (or thereabouts) when it received the approval 

from NSUARB.  The NSUARB asked NSPI to reduce its dividends to shareholders in order to share some of the 

burden of the difference between $0.14/kWh and $0.076 / kWh but NSPI refused, instead making a much 

smaller symbolic charitable donation.  If transmission increases from 83 MW to 165, or if the other 335 MW 

that can be delivered on those transmission lines becomes available at reasonable cost, that average cost of 

power may come down to $0.076 / kWh or even lower,  otherwise the price will be higher.  Compare this to an 

IPP that locks in at a fixed rate for 50 years, and has to pay any overspend out of its own pockets.  So give credit 

to the NSUARB for asking NSPI to payback some of the higher than expected cost / kWH for power from 

Muskrat Falls, but recognize that NSPI refused, and apparently the NSUARB cannot do much about it.  This is 

not a criticism of NSPI or of the NSUARB, I think each organization is following their mandate, I’m just pointing 

out the governance issues. 

So there are significant governance issues that NS ratepayers pay for.  Electricity strategy is a significant 

responsibility for NS legislators, who work to attract investment and business to Nova Scotia, and to attract 

immigration.  Power costs are important, and Nova Scotia is among the most expensive provinces when it 

comes to the cost of electricity. Also, cost of electricity is very important to the quality of life of the province’s 

poor, and to the success of our existing Nova Scotian businesses.  It is important to improve the governance of 

electricity generationas the magnitude of the impact of good governance in electricity generation is measured 

in billions of dollars, overspent or saved. 



Passing along risk to independent power producers of renewable energy, and requiring competitions for 

power purchase agreements, is the best way to achieve a combination of quality and lowest possible cost for 

the NS ratepayer: 

This assumption sounds correct, but is arguably not the most effective strategy for achiving reliable low cost 

renewable energy prices.  Let’s break down the explanation into a few sections: 

 When variable fees or penalties are included in power purchase agreements in an attempt to pass the 

cost of production variability or grid fees onto the IPP, it creates uncertainty for the IPP, because the 

IPP cannot control the variability.  Lack of predictability causes a major change in the price the IPP must 

charge in order to be safely profitable.  Therefore, NS can achieve much lower prices by eliminating 

risks to IPP profitability, other than those associated with IPP project costs, and their ability to produce.  

All other risks such as balancing related fees or grid fees should be embedded in a fixed long term 

power purchase agreement that provides a predictable compensation for IPP performance. 

 

 In order for a competition or auction to result in best price outcomes, the competition specs would 

have to be very carefully designed.  Simply put, the lowest rate is not always the lowest cost.  For an 

easy example, if there is a competition for a power purchase agreement for a category of energy asset, 

the asset has a life of 50 years, and the power purchase agreement has a 15 year term, the cost of 

building the energy asset would have to be repaid in less than 15 years instead of 50.  The cost of 

building the asset is by far the largest component of the cost of renewable energy. That is the type of 

error that tends to happen in a competition.  It is better to ask the IPPs what the ideal power purchase 

agreement would be, compare it to Canadian industry averages, consider the balancing and grid costs 

for each asset type, and then have NS make an open offer at a fixed rate over a long term and simply 

see how participants compete to win by proposal merit at that price point.  If the price is too low, there 

will not be many, if any, applications.  If the price is too high, there may be an abundance of 

applications, and in the next request for proposals a lower rate could be considered.  Accept power 

purchase agreement applications in phases, distinguished by merit.  This approach will produce more 

applications, and better quality applications, in a faster timeframe. 

 

 Providing the power purchase agreement at the front end of the development process, gives the 

developer the knowledge that, if they invest in the development process at their own risk, there is a 

predetermined contract in place to reward performance. NS needs many new renewable energy 

assets, within a challenging time frame.  Eliminate unnecessary risk for the IPP, offer a fair power 

purchase agreement rate that allows the IPP some certainty of being reasonably profitable, start with 

awarding the agreement, and adjust the mix of asset types and rate paid to each asset type over time.  

 

Summary: 

In summary, recognizing that some status quo assumptions no longer appear to be completely true.  There is 

an enormous economic benefit and environmental benefit to questioning these old assumptions, and 

approaching strategy with new eyes.  

1 – Improve the governance tools and information that NSUARB and Department of Energy and Mines have to 

work with, including but not limited to: 

 Isolate NSPI electricity generation assets financially, prohibiting cost or benefit allocation in or out to 

any other company, including NSPI or Emera related companies 



 Determine carefully audited LCOEE for each NSPI energy asset 

 Collaborate with IPPs to determine workable power purchase rates for each asset type, and how to 

structure a low risk predictable agreement so that IPPs can offer the best prices.  Use those prices to 

determine, along with other grid management criteria, what target NS would have for new electricity 

capacity for each renewable energy asset type. 

 Take the estimated average power purchase rate for renewable energy from all suppliers (from NSPI 

assets, imported RE, and IPP assets), and , compare it to the overall average NSPI LCOEE to determine if 

there is a ‘green premium’ (higher cost) for renewable energy.  If there is, then transfer the green 

premium to companies that are liable for carbon tax, by selling those companies Renewable Energy 

Credits (RECs) earned by the IPPs; one RECs is awarded per 1 megawatt hour of renewable energy 

produced.  NS may choose to subsidize REC prices for NS companies, or rationalize a discount, however 

a mechanism based in real values would be helpful. 

2 – Attract IPPs to build assets in Nova Scotia, and while keeping renewable energy costs reasonably low and 

fixed, also create a new large provincial tax base. 

3 – Promote Nova Scotia’s commitment to becoming one of the first green electricity provinces in North 

America, and use that brand to drive green tech and ESG minded companies to set up shop in the province. 

In recognizing that some of the key business model assumptions are not necessarily true, Nova Scotia has an 

opportunity to achieve superior great benefits for the Nova Scotia ratepayer and the Nvoa Scotian economy. 

With improved governance design and careful business modeling, Nova Scotia will attract IPP proposals that 

will benefit the whole system including NSPI, IPPs will play an important role in Nova Scotia becoming an 

affordable green electricity province, and NS can become a leader in the mission to become carbon neutral. 

 

TABLE 1: Common Abbreviations Used 

Levelized Cost of Electric Energy LCOEE 

Nova Scotia Power Inc. NSPI 

Environmental, Social, and Corporate Governance ESG 

Independent Power Producer IPP 

Renewable Energy RE 

Internal Rate of Return IRR 

Department of Energy and Mines DEM 

NS utility and Review Board NSUARB 

Renewable Energy Credits REC 

Power Purchase Agreement PPA 

GreenQuest Power Inc GQP 

Capacity Factor CF 

Canadian Energy Regulator CER 

Greenhouse Gases GHG 

Petajoules of energy PJ 

Refined Petroleum Products RPP 

Terawatt Hours TWh 

 

  



TABLE 2: Projected Electricity Defecit 
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Electricity 22 10.3 1209 1974 1974 
 

Transportatio
n 

43 20.2 2882 

Ref Petrol 58 27.3 
 

3462 3462 
 

Residential 26 12.2 1741 

Nat Gas 9 4.2 
 

533 533 
 

Industrial 18 8.5 1213 

BioFuel 11 5.2 
 

637 637 
 

Commercial 13 6.1 870 

           Totals: 100 47 1209 6606 6606 
  

100 47 6706 

           Assumptions: - electricity generation capacities assumed CF= 0.9 
     

 

- Sector energy usage assumed 80% efficient 
     

 

- RPP assumed 58% to correct for 101% total in base data 
    

 

- factored 4% imported electricity from out of 
province     

 

- all generation accounted for as baseline, assumed adequate storage capacity 
  

 

- Data taken from CER - Provincial and Territorial Energy Profiles – Nova Scotia 
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GRAPH 1: Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) per asset type USA 2020  

     
(Data source: U.S. EIA Annual Energy Outlook (2020) 
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